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Problem: Internal microstructure

Homogeneous, colourless and transparent glass is transformed into a
heterogeneous, coloured and opaque material



Problem: Internal microstructure

1. Internal structure at molecular level: we known what happens
2. Internal structure at sub-µm level: internal structure is still unknown

Penetration of protons Loss of cations Loss of NBO



Why do we see lamellae: Colour

• Optical contrast:  Some zones have a different colour



Why do we see lamellae: Topography

• Optical contrast:  Some zones are removed preferentially during polishing



Why do we see lamellae: Variation in density

• Chemical composition:  No apparent difference between lamellae
• Backscattered electron mode: Contrast due to differences in density



Why do we see lamellae: Sublamellae

• Backscattered electron mode: We can see submalellae
• Dark field: We can see sublamellae



Why do we see lamellae: Granular structure

Backscattered electron mode: 
you can see the brigther and
darker lamellae

Secondary electron images: 
You can see the spheroidal
particles



Molecular structure: FTIR microscopy

Deteriorated layer contains more BO than original glass & it is more fragile



Internal structure: Different types of silica solids
Crystal Molecular glass

Colloidal crystal Colloidal glass



Internal structure: Random packing of particles

Packing density: fraction of the volume occupied by the nanoparticles 



Internal structure: Random packing of particles



Internal structure: Link with silica chemistry



Internal structure: Link with silica chemistry

Silica forms a homogeneous solid

Mechanism in acid solution



Internal structure: Link with silica chemistry

Silica sols form spontaneously nanoparticles in alkaline conditions

Mechanism in 
alkaline solution



Conclusions: Random packing of particles
Internal structure of deteriorated glass

Occurence of lamellae

Contrast between subsequent lamellae

Transformed glass with lamellae Colloidal glass

Nanoparticle Consists of an amorphous silica structure

Surface of silica nanoparticles Contains –OH groups

Attachment of particles Chemically attached at contact points

Packing density From random loose packing to random close packing

Difference in density Due to packing density

Selective colouring Due to Mn-rich inclusions in pores

Selective removal of material 
during polishing

Particles from random loose packings are easier 
removed



Thank you

Criticism made by Fowler in 1879 on the work of 
Brewster: ‘He confined himself to one form of decay 

only, rather than to the explanation of them’. 
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